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ON A CLASS OF ORTHONORMAL FUNCTIONS

Nota (*) di EINAR HILLE (New Coitn.) (**)

1. Introduction. - The object of the present paper is to

estimate the characteristic values and the C-norms of the

characteristic functions of L2-norm one corresponding to a

particular class of singular boundary value problems for li-

near second order differential equations.
Given a positive function such 

oo), consider the boundary value problem

We recall that denotes the complex (B)-space
of functions f (~), continuous in the closed interval [-00, oo],
with the usual metric.

The author has shown (see [5], Chapter IV, in the Bi-

bliography at the end of this paper) that the differential ope-
rator b (x) acting in 00] has a pure discrete

point spectrum with corresponding characteristic f unc-

(*) Pervenuta in Redazione il 20 febbraio 1956.

Questa Nota ha formato oggetto di una conferenza tenuta a

Roma e a Padova nel febbraio 1956.

Indirizzo dell’A.: Department of Mathematics, Yale University, New

Haven, Conn. (U.S.A.).

(**) This work was supported by the United States Air Force

through the Office of Scientific Research of the Air Research and

Development Command (Contract AF 18(600)-1127).
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tions ( c~n ( x) } having the properties

The functions wn (x) belong to the Lebesgue space
,

00), form a closed and complete orthonormal system
-B2013/~

in this space. If , is not in oo), the system
{Àn, I coincides with the solution of the boundary value
problem

On the other hand, if belongs to 0) or to

L(0, then the limit circle case is present at 

or at and there is at least one solution k) in

for every X. In this case the system

{ an , } is characterized by additional lateral conditions

such as the requirement that y ( x, X) be o ( ~ x ( ) as I x I - co.
In the present paper we make a detailed study of the

asymptotic properties of the system {Àn, W~, (x) } especially in
relation to the asymptotic properties of b ( x). The set 

is the set of zeros of an entire function the Wronskian

of two suitably chosen subdominant solutions of the diffe-

rential equation. Using function theoretical methods, we di-

scuss D(X) and its zeros with a view of obtaining informa-
tion supplementing (1.2). It turns out that the exponent of

convergence of the series

is 1 if and it lies in the closed iu-

terval l ~, 1 j I when this condition does not hold. The estima-
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tes indicate that the upper limit 1 is approached when the
rate of growth of b (s) becomes slower and slower.
We also study the set { M~, } where

M. is normally the larger of the quantities 6).( + 00) and
I. The set (M.) } is always unbounded. This is due

to the fact that the resolvent kernel t ; 7~) corresponding
to (1.4) is not a bounded function in the (s, t)-plane.
If ~[&#x26;(~)]-~6L(2013oo, oo), the iterated kernel K2(8, t ; À)
is bounded, so that in this case M. = o ( À. ), but if is .
of slow rate of growth, no iterated kernel need be bounded
and M~ grows faster than any power of ~ ’À.I.

If is ultimately monotonically increasing

and this is probably the best result of its kind though actually

we have only shown that log M. &#x3E; when b(x) _

=[(!~!+2)jlog(j~j+2)r. More precise estimates of M.
are given in Lemma 5.5 involving 1 À. I, estimates of the in-

terval of oscillation of W,~ ( x), and values of the second inte-

gral of [b (x)] 1 at the endpoints of this interval. The esti-

mates of M,~ appear to be of the right order of magnitude over
the whole range of admissible functions b (x), but the con-

struction of counter examples where one can actually deter-
mine M,~ becomes more difficult the slower b (x) grows and
becomes unmanageable far too soon.

The subject matter is disposed as follows. In section 2 a

preliminary discussion is given of the properties of the sub-
dominant solutions of a differential equation y" -~- p ( x) y = 0
under different assumptions on Here Lemma 2.5 is new,

possibly also Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, and may be of interest also
for other questions. In section 3 the parameter X is intro-

duced and the equation is assumed to be of type (1.1). The
subdominant solutions at +oo and oo, normalized to have
the value one in the limit, are shown to be entire functions
of X and their growth properties are studied in some detail.
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The discussion of D(X) and its zeros {À,,} } occupies section 4,
that of the set { M,~ } is given in section 5. In section 6 we

give some extensions of the results and in section 7 the rea-
der will find some special cases worked out to serve as checks
on the degree of accuracy of the general estimates.

2. Properties of subdominant solutions. - In this section
we collect results concerning subdominant solutions of dif-

ferential equations of the type

Some of these results are well known, others less so, all will

be needed in the following discussion, and some may lay
claim to an independent interest.

We consider the interval [0, 00] where is supposed
to be real and continuous. We are interested in the 

lactory case so that every solution has a last zero. We say
that is 8ub-dominant at + oo if, whenever y~ ( x) is a

linearly independent solution,

if both solutions are assumed to be ultimately positive.
LEMMA 2.1. If the subdominant solution and its

last zero is at xa, then every linearly independent solution
has exactly one zero in (0153o, 00).

PROOF. It is well known that yl ( x) has at most one zero
in ( xo , ~). Suppose now that yl ( x) &#x3E; 0 for x &#x3E; xo . We may
suppose that yo (xo) &#x3E; 0 so that &#x3E; 0 in (x~ , Since

we see that C  0. If xo  a  p  00 we have

As 0 - o~ the superior limit of the left side is + OO, since
is subdominant, while the right hand side tends either
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to a finite limit or to ~ . This contradiction that
cannot keep a constant sign in ( ~o , 00) so the lemma

is proved.
If p(s)  0 in (0, the solutions are certainly non-

oscillatory and the lemma then asserts that yo (x) has no zeros
in [0, If p(s) &#x3E; 0 for x &#x3E; 0, a necessary condition for
non-oscillation is that and if

then , A sufficient condition is that

For these conditions see [4], pp. 243-246.

The latter condition is certainly satisfied if

This condition is necessary and sufficient for the existence

of a subdominant solution such that

The condition remains sufficient even if p(s) does not keep
a constant sign.

The next four lemmas involve conditions (2.3) or (2.4) and
are based on the use of the associated Riccati equation

which is satisfied by the logarithmic derivative of any non-

trivial solution of (2.1).
LEMMA 2.2. If and is the subdomi-

nant solutions normalized as in ( 2.5), then

I f p (x~)  0 this holds for all x, if &#x3E; 0 it is true at least

for x &#x3E; xo , the last zero o f yo ( x).
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PROOF. Formula (2.6) shows that if

and x &#x3E; xa then

A tw o fold integration gives formula (2.7), where the existence
of the integral is guaranteed by the condition E L ( 1, oo).

COROLLARY.  1 &#x3E; one of the f unctions p ( x),

LEMMA 2.3. If E L(1, 00) and if - p(x) is positive
and decreasing &#x3E; a, then f or a  ~ C oo,

PROOF. We use equation (2.6) where w e want to show that

Suppose contrariwise that

contradicting the hypothesis. Consequently u~’ (~) &#x3E; 0, we have
- w (s)  11/2, and integration over ( ~, ~) gives (2.8).

COROLLARY. Under the same assumptions toe have for a 

 x  B  oo. 

In particulctr, if 1 ’/2 E L (a, 00), then

We shall now exploit condition (2.3).
LEMMA 2.4. If &#x3E; 0 and is de f ined b y ( 2.2), sup-

pose quantities a and ma be found tvith 0   1 such that
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f or x &#x3E; a

Then there a 8ubdoininant 8olution of (2.1) which i8

po8itive and monotonically increasing for a and satisfies

PROOF. This result can be read off from section 3 of [4].
For the sake of completeness we sketch a proof. We solve the
non-linear integral equation

by the method of successive approximations setting =

- and

It is an easy matter to show that { v"(x) } is a monotonically
increasing sequence of positive continuously differentiable

functions. Moreover, where {cr.} is the sequence of

constants determined by the conditions

This is also an increasing sequence and the smal-

ler root of the quadratic equation

It follows that exists, w ( x)  Q, and v ( x)
is a solution of (2.13), all three statements holding for x &#x3E; a.
If we then set it is seen that is a solu-

tion of the Riccati equation (2.6) a, and, if we set
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then is a solution of ( 2.1), again a. Here we

may choose &#x3E; 0. It follows that &#x3E; 0 and monoto-

nically increasing for x &#x3E; a. The inequality (2.12) then fol-

lows from xu~ (x)  0’.
In order to prove that is subdominant it suffices to

show that if is a solution of (2.1) which is not a con-
stant multiple of yo (x), then yl (x)/yo (x) - 00 with x. It is

well known that is a solution for

any a &#x3E; a. Since

it follows that is subdominant. This completes the proof.
We shall amplify this result.

LEMMA 2.5. If x is monotonically decreasingLEMMA 2.5. f q( ) 4 
cwd 

then for x &#x3E; a

PROOF. We divide the interval ( a, x) into n equal parts
by the partition points 80 = a  8,  8,  ...  s,~ = x. In the

interval ( sk , oo) Lemma 2.4 applies with p = q ( sx) and

Hence

Adding these inequalities we get
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latting n - oo we obtain (2.14). Since

we obtain the

COROLLARY. Under the preceding assumptions

In particulay., if E L ( 1, and yo(oo) = 1 we have

This lower bound should be compared with the upper
bound furnished by (2.7). The numerical factor 2 may be

lowered for large ~.

3. Dependence upon the parameter. - ’Ve turn now to
the equation

where b (x) is positive and continuous for 

and

This means that we take p ( ~) = i. [ b ( ~) ] -1 in the formulas

of section 2.

There are now two subdominant solutions, y+(x, y) which
approaches -~-1 as s - -f - oo, and y_ ( x, ~) which approaches
-E-1 They are actually entire functions of X

for we can set
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where

It is a simple matter to prove by induction that

and a similar inequality for yn (~). These estimates show that
y+ ( ~, 7~ ) and y_ ( x, X) are entire functions of X of order  1
when v is fixed.

We note that each function y;t (~) is positive and, for

n &#x3E; 0, strictly decreasing. Similarly is positiv e and

increasing. Lemma 2.2 gives the estimates

valid for ), &#x3E; 0 and all values of s. we note that for other

values of À we have

We shall improve upon the estimates (3.5), but let us first
find a lower bound for the rate of growth of y+ (0, X) as

À ~ + 00.
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. 

LEMMA 3.1 There exists a positive constant 0, depending
only upon b ( as), such that

PROOF. It is enough to prove the first inequality. Let ~
be fixed, 0  A  00. We have

Next we observe that the differential equation (3.1) implies
the integral equation

Consider an arbitrary finite interval (0153, (3). Here [ b ( x) J -i is

bounded away from 0 and 00, say

A simple calculation then shows that for 

and an upper bound for y~,. (x, 7~) in the same interval is

obtained by replacing rrZ by The resulting formula will

be denoted by (3.10u) in the following. Formula (3.7) is a

simple consequence of (3.8) and (3.10), since y_ ( ~, À) can be
handled in the same manner.

Formulas (3.10) and (3.10u) show that the main problem
is to obtain a reasonably accurate estimate of y+ ( ~, X) for

some, possibly fairly large, value of x, the extrapolation down
to x = 0 offers no difficulties.
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LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that b (x) satis fies (3.2) and is mono-

tonically increasing &#x3E; a. Then for a  ~  ~  00

In particular, i f [ then

and there a constant 01 such that

PROOF. Here (3.11) follows from (2.9), (3.12) follows from
(2.10) and it implies ( 3.13) by virtue of (3.8) and (3.10u).

LEMMA 3.3. If is ultimately increasing 

for each fixed o &#x3E; -00, uniformly with res pect to o in atny
fixed finite interval.

PRooF. If b (z) is monotone &#x3E; a, the conclusion fol-

lows from (3.11) where we may take 0 = X assuming x  X.
Here we note that ,

so that for x &#x3E; a

where the right member tends to zero as 7~ -- c-o. The exten-

sion to an interval [6), a] then follows from (3.10u).
1 6

15
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Consequently, i f b (x) is ultimately increasing, then for
x f ixed y+ ( x, À) is an entire f unction of À o f order one and
minimal type at most.

LEMMA 3.4. Forntula (3.14) is valid also if there esi8t.? a

f unction b° ( x) such that ( 1) 0  b° ( x)  b ( x), ( 2) E

£(0, and (3) b°(x) is ultimately increasing.
PROOF. If we denote the subdominant solutions correspon-

ding to b ( x) and b° ( x) by y+ (x, 7~ ; b) and y+ ( x, 7~ ; bO) respecti-
vely, then ( 3.3) together with ( 3.4) shows that

for all x and Lemma 3.3 applies to y+(~, ?~ ; b°).
If additional information is available concerning for-

mula ( 3.14) may be replaced by lower estimates. We note

that if b°(x) has properties (1) and (3) of Lemma 3.4, then
oo] implies but not vice

versa. If the first conditions holds, then ( 3.13) holds and no-

thing stronger can be said by virtue of (5.7). But there exist
functions b° (x) for which the second integrability condition

holds but not the first and for functions in this t fringe zone 3,
it is desirable to improve upon (3.14). The following lemma
gives three examples of what may be attained by a judicious
choice of the parameter ~ which is at our disposal.

LEMMA 3.5. If 
admissible minorant o f b (x) and

respectively.

PROOF. We use (3.11) with b (x) replaced by b° (x) and

take log P equal to 7l’I!, and X respectively.
Similar estimates hold for y_(x, 7~) if b (x) is ultimately

monotone as s - - oo or has an admissible minorant.
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So far we have restricted ourselves to positive values of X.
When is negative, it is of some importance to obtain upper
bounds for the zeros of y.,.~ ( ~, À) as well as lower bounds for
y.~. (x, À) itself for x outside the interval of oscillation. This

discussion will be based on Lemma 2.5, especially formula (2.16).
In order to use this formula further restrictions must be im-

posed on b (x). We set X =2013~ pL &#x3E; 0, and

so that

Here g+ ( x) --- 0 as x - -f - oo since

We shall need that g+ ( ~) be ultimately monotone decreasing
or admit of a majorant Q’-+(x) such that (1) a‘+(~) &#x3E; 9+(~)~
( 2) oo), and (3) (~,+ ( ~) is monotonically de-

creasing. The function h+ ( ~) satisfies (1) and (3) and will sa-
tisfy (2) if and only if

The following Lemma gives a sufficient condition of another
nature.

LEMMA 3.6. g.~. (~) is ultimately monotone decreasing if
b (a:)ar2 is ultimately monotone increasing.

PROOF. We have
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If the last member is positive for v &#x3E; a, the curve y = 
is concave upwards for v &#x3E; a and will be monotone de-

creasing to zero.
For the sake of simplicity we formulate the next lemma for

the case in which g+ ( x) is ultimately monotone decreasing,
but it is obvious that the condition can be replaced by the
assumption that g+(x) admits a suitable majorant. In parti-
cular it suffices that b(x) has an admissible minorant 
such that the corresponding function is ultimately mo-
notone. We can then take Q~+ ( x) = g+ ( ~). The formulas (3.18)
and (3.19) should then be modified accordingly, g+ ( ~) and

B + ( ~) being replaced by and respectively.

LEMMA 3.7. Suppose that g,~",(a~) is monotone decreasing for
x &#x3E; a. Let be the root o f the equation

vn the interval (a, a root otherwise we set

z(l1) = ex. y+(x, -u) is positive and monotone increa-
8i",g and

The proof is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 2.4,
2.5 and Corollary.

Similar bounds hold for y_(~, if the corresponding
function g_ ( x) defined by

is ultimately monotone 00.

4. The characteristic value. - After these preliminaries
we can now tackle the problem of the properties of the cha-
racteristic values and characteristic functions of the boundary
value problem (1.1).

The solutions y.~.. ( x, ~) and y_ ( ~, X) defined by (3.3) and

(3.3) and (3.4) are normally linearly independent. They cease
to have this property if and only if 7~ is a root of the tran-
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scendental equation

where

is the Wronskian of the two solutions.

If 7~o is a root of (4.1) then y_(~, is a constant multi-

ple of y+ ( x, that is, y+ ( ~, ’~o) tends to a finite limit also
when x -- oo so that y.,~ ( x, E C [- oo, oo] . Hence 7~o is

a characteristic value and y+,( ~, characteristic function

of the boundary problem (1.1). Conversely, if a solution of ( 3.1)
belongs to C [ oo, oo] it has a finite limit as x -- o0

as well as when x - -~- oo. The former property makes it a

a constant multiple of y_(~, ~), since the general solution is
unbounded as a - -OO, and, for similar reasons, the second

property makes the solution a constant multiple of y+ ( ~, ~).
Hence these two solutions must be linearly dependent and X
must be a root of (4.1).

Each of the four terms in the determinant (4.2) is an en-

tire function of 7~ of order at most one so that D (k) has the
same property. Moreover, the power series expansions of

y+ ( o, X), y- (0, X), X), and y ~... ( o, ?~) have positive coef-
ficients and consequently for all complex values of 7~ we have

Formula (3.7) gives
LEMMA 4.1. For À &#x3E; 0

so that the order o f D (X) is at teast 1.
In particular, D(k) does not reduce to a polynomial. Using

Lemma 3.2 we get

LEMMA 4.2. If b (x) is ultimately monotone a8 s - 
have

so that D (À) is at most of the minimal type of order one.
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COROLLARY. D (X) has infinitely many zeros, that is, the

boundary value problems (1.1) has infinitely many characte-
ristic values.

This is one of comparatively few boundary value problems
where the existence of infinitely many characteristic values
can be proved by function theoretical means.

LEMMA 4.3. The zeros n = 0, 1, 2, ... } of are real

negative except for 7~o which is zero.

PROOF. For the method see [5], pp. 109-110. Suppose that
À = a is a zero of D (X). We know that y+(x, a) and y_(x, a)
are linearly dependent. The differential equation (3.1) gives
the identity

Here we can let ~Z --- + 00, xi --- co, obtaining

Both terms vanish when a = 0 since y.~. ( ~, 0) =1. If a 4-- 0
we must have a real negative as asserted.

LEMMA. 4.4. If is ultimately increasing as x - :::t: 00
and [ b ( ~) ] "’~-~ E L (- 00, + 00), then

f or a suitable choice of A and B.
This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.2.

We shall apply these results to the study of the set (X,.),
that is, the zeros of D(X). Let us recall some well known

facts from the theory of entire functions (see R. Nevanlin-

na [7], Chapter VIII). be an entire function of

finite order p. We denote its maximum modulus by M (r ; f )
and let n ( r ; f ) be the number of zeros { zn }, such

that rn ~~ r. We may assume that 
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It is then know-n that the three expressions

are convergent for a &#x3E; p. If a = p, p not an integer, we have
equiconvergence, while if p is an integer, the convergence of
the first integral for a = p implies the convergence of the

other two expressions, the second and third expressions are

equiconvergent, but their convergence does not imply that of
the first.

It follows from these facts together with (4.4) that

We shall prove a stronger result using the same ideas.

LEMMA 4.6. If L (r) is a positive, absolutely continuous,
monotone increasing function such that

and

f or some C &#x3E; 0 and alt r &#x3E; ro , then

PROOF. By a well known formula (see E. C. Titchmarsh

[8] p. 271).

where D (r) = rDl (r). By (4.4) and the integrability assum-
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ption on L (r) the repeated integral

diverges which is equivalent to the divergence of

Thus at least one of the integrals

diverges. If the second repeated integral diverges, so does

In the first repeated integral we may assume L (r) &#x3E; 1. But

Now if we have

T

and

since L(T) &#x3E; CL ( t), T &#x3E; ro . It follows that
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so the two repeated integrals have a common dominant. But

Since the first member becomes infinite with R, the series

( 4.8) diverges as asserted.
The conditions on L(r) are satisfied by any logarithmic

function of the type

with obvious limitations on the exponents.

LEMMA 4.7. The characteristic values cannot satis f y
any inequality of the form

f or all large n, where Lo (n) i8 a function of type (4.10).
PROOF. This follows from (4.7) if xl &#x3E; 2. If al  2 we can

obviously choose an L ( r), also of type ( 4.10), such that

This gives a contradiction with (4.8).
We come now to the use of the maximum principle which

has been exploited in particular by R. Courant ( see [ 1 ] , p. 358,
where the desired result is expressed for the two-dimen-

sional case ; the same argument applies also in one dimension).
LEMMA 4.8. If x[b(x)]-1 E L( oc, oo), if 

for all x, and if I X. I and {k*n} are the corresponding characte-
ristic then

f or all n.
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We take in particular

As shown in section 7 below (see ( 7.10) ) we have then

so that if b ( x) admits of (4.13) as a maj orant, then 7~,~
admits of (4.14) as a majorant.

The following three special choices of b(a) are of some

interest. For b(a) equal to

respectively, we have 2013X~ equal to

respectively. Since (x~ -~-1)2  ( ~ x ~ I + 1)4 for x ~ 0, we expect
 7l~ for n &#x3E; 0, but these two functions have the same

leading term for large values of a so it is somewhat surpri-

sing that The third example shows that

the infinitary behavior of b (x) matters little as long as

E L(- oc, 00).
If the latter condition ceases to hold, the estimates indi-

cate that is no longer of normal type of order ~. Since
the exponent of convergence of the series

equals the order of D(X), we can expect the exponent of con-

vergence to vary between 1 and 1 if 6 (a?) lies in fringe

zone ». In the particular cases covered by Lemmas 3.5 and 4.5
we find that
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if equals then the exponent of convergence is

The first case is confirmed by direct computation, see (7.15).
In two other cases we do not know if equality holds though
it seems plausible.

With the aid of Mercer’s theorem, it was shown in [5],
pp. 138-139, that (4.15) always converges for Q =1. We can-
not obtain this result in its full generality with the aid of our
present methods since the convergence of

is not assured for every b (3:) in the 4 fringe zone ».
We shall not pursue this discussion of the characteristic

values any further in this paper.

5. The characteristic functions. - To each characteristic
value Xx there is a characteristic function 6). (m) which we

normalize by the conditions

With the aid of the differential equation (3.1) one con-

cludes in the usual manner that the form an ortho-

normal system

The problem which is to be studied in the present section
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is the asymptotic behavior of

as n - 00 and how this behavior is affected by the growth
properties of b ( x). Generally speaking we shall find that the
slower b ( x) grows the faster does M. grow. The rate of growth
of M a becomes exponential when b (x) lies in the 4: fringe
zone », but the growth of Mn may be quite rapid even when

oo ). The influence of the rate of growth
of b (x) upon the behavior of the sequence is much more

striking than its influence upon {7~}.
We have

and normally

At any rate the study of Cn is the basic part of our program.
For large values of n the function 6). (3)) will have a cer-

tain number of zeros and the first question is that of fin-

ding bounds for the interval of oscillation. Here and in the
following we find it necessary to impose restrictive conditions
on b ( x) ensuring that the functions g.~.. ( x) and g_ ( ~) are

ultimately monotone or have admissible monotone majorants.
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose that is monotone outside of

the interval ao). the roots

of the equations

respectively, if these equations have roots in the indicated

otherwise we set x" = 090, x;- = - «0. Then outside
of the interval (x,~ , the f unction has no zeros and

is monotone. Further
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This is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7

together with the definition of 

LEMMA 5.2. Under the same assumptions

PROOF. This follows from (51) together with Lemma 5.1.

For

and similarly for 

LEMMA 5.3. If b ( x) merely satisfies ( 3.1), then for all ~
and n&#x3E;0 .

where C depends only upon b (x).
PROOF. See [5], p. 142. For 7~ &#x3E; 0 we have

Here we set 7~ = 1. Then we can find a constant K such that

for all x. It follows in particular that

which is (5.12).

COROLLARY. For 0  x  x,~,

Rèplacmg by x,~ we get an inequality valid in (2:;, 0).
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We can now use formulas (5.8) and (5.9) to estimate Cn
and C,- respectively.

LEMMA 5.4. We have

Combining this result with Lemma 5.2 and formula (5.13)
obtain

LEMMA 5.5. Uuder the a8surnptions o f 5.2, let M.
denote the larger of tlte four quantities

T hen

Here we can weaken the assumptions somewhat.

LEMMA 5.6. If 0  b°(~) ~ b(x) where 
ancl ultimately monotone, then is mo-

notone and % 0 outside the interval (X;, where

and Mn is dominated by M: the larger of tlze quantities ob-

tained b y re placing in ( 5.16) ~~ and x n by xt and X;,
B+ (x) and B-(x) by

respectively.
REMARK. The reader should note that Àn is left unchanged.

Since we have) I I and
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The relations between Mn and Mn and between Mn and M’ .1
are not obvious.

PROOF. We have clearly g...h.(x)  g+(x) so that g~...(~)  p
if has this property. Consequently 4~,~g+ ( ~)  1 if

x &#x3E; Xl so that Lemma 2.4 applies to this interval. But we

can also apply Lemma 2.5 provided we replace 
by the larger quantity (x) which is mono-

tone. The rest is obvious.

Let us now discuss the relative importance of the terms

entering in the computation of We observe first that if

b (x) tends very rapidly to + oo with f x ~, then only the factor
matters. In fact, if b (x) grows faster than any fixed

power of then log xn and log I are both o ( log ~ I Àn f)
while ),n B+ ( .~n ) and are o ( 1).

Thus if, for instance,

we find that Mn and consequently Mn is dominated by an
expression of the form

In this case we have actually [see (7.8) below]

so the estimate furnished by M* is fairly good.
If the growth of is more modest, the factors 

and xn 11/t become significant. By straight forward computa-
tion one obtains

LEMMA 5.7. If b(x) &#x3E; a2( ~ x ( -i- 1)2+2~, a &#x3E; 0, a &#x3E; 0, there

finite quantity C ( a, a) such that

In this case the exponents and ~nB-- ( ~ri ) are
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still 0 ( 1). If b ( x) gets into the 4 fringe zone 3- where [ b ( x) ~ -1~=
is no longer in L ( oo, 00), the exponential terms become im-
portant and ultimately dominant. For the three cases discus-
sed in Lemmas 3.5 and 4.5 we find that log M. is of the order
of magnitude

respectively. It is obvious that still higher orders can be

obtained by putting in more logarithmic factors. We have,
however, the following limitation:

LEMMA 5.7. If b(z)x-2 is ultimately monotone, then

PROOF. By the definition of 0153;:- we have

where cc2. _ ~n . The last member is o ( 7~,~ ). A similar esti-

mate applies to log I and the rest is obvious.
In [5], p. 142 the reader will find a proof of (5.20) which

does not involve any monotony assumptions but instead a con-
dition which in the present case would amount to assuming that

This condition would be satisfied, in particular, if (3.17)
holds with a corresponding condition for the interval 
1). The function h+(~) is then an admissible majorant for

9+ ( ~), .

In the case b ( ~) = [(j .c j I + e) log (1 0 i -~- e)]2 a lower bound
can be found for log M n, namely
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This shows that the factor t À.I-1 in (5.20) cannot be replaced
by 1-1./2. In this particular case

so that log o (n) since the upper bound is of the same

order of magnitude as the lower one. This estimate may not be
true for all admissible functions b ( a~), but there is a possibility
that

is always true. To establish this inequality we would have to show

that if is of order then knB+(x+n) and

are both 0 P) while 1 )...1 = O(n1/p). The results of
section 4 make these estimates plausible, but do not enable
us to prove them.

We end this discussion by noting the following conse-

quence of (5.20). For a proof, see [ 5 ] , pp. 142, 154.

LEMMA 5.9. 7y (5.20) holds then the system {wn(x)} is

closed in 0[-oo, oo] ,and complete in .

Following W. Orlicz we say that system { c~n ( x) } is closed

in the space V il every f (x) E V can be approximated arbitrarily
closely by linear combinations of the and it is complete
in V if the vanishing of all the Fourier coefficients implies
that 

6. Extensions. - The preceding discussion can be applied
also to the singular boundary value problem

Here are continuous in (0153, ~) and b ( x) is positive. It is
supposed that the end points a and ~ are entrance boundaries
in the sense of W. Feller [3]. To express the condition properly
»
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we need some notation. Cf. [5], p. 114. We assume a  0  ~
and set

We can then write the differential equation in the form

The conditions giving entrance boundaries are

These conditions imply that is bounded while 

becomes infinite at both end points. If these conditions hold

we still have a pure, discrete point spectrum satisfying
(1.2) and corresponding characteristic functions { c~n ( x) } which
form an orthonormal system

See Chapter IV of [5] for further details. The subdominant

solutions, ~) and X) at s = a, are still

entire functions of order one at most and the set { 7~n } is the

set of zeros of Do,), the Wronskian of the subdominants.

Actually we can reduce the discussion to the previously
treated case by introducing
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as new independent variable. This leads to an equation of

type (3.1)

where

Condition (3.2) is satisfied by b ( z) since is bounded in

(a, g). On the other hand we find that

so the  fringe zone v is again characterized by the divergen-
ce of this integral. In the monotony conditions and

have now to be replaced by b ( x) [ W { ~) ] 2 and

b ( x) [ W ( x) ] Z [ W ~ ( x) ] -2 respectively. Similarly g~+ ( ~) and

B + ( x) are to be replaced by

respectively. If these and similar replacements are made, for-

mula (5.16) remains valid as an upper bound for M~. We
leave the details to the reader.

7. Special cases. - We shall now examine some special
cases where it is possible to get rather precise information
about the sets {Àn} } and { ~n }. Unfortunately the supply of

such cases in the literature is rather limited, in particular,
such examples are almost completely lacking in the « fringe
zone » where the need of counter examples is most crying.

CASE I. We start with the simple example of Halm’s equa-
tion where
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Here

see [5], p. 193, where, however, a,~ is erroneously given as
~ ( n -~-1). In this case

Formula (5.16) gives a slightly larger upper bound Mw--

- O ( ~ X. I"/,). For large n the largest zero of

which is of the same order of magnitude as
given by Lemma 5.1.

Case II. Another simple example is given by

See E. Kamke [6], p. 654, equation 2.410a. The corresponding
equation is reducible to Legendre’s equation by the substitu-
tion

We have

so that

As already observed above, formula (5.16) gives an upper
bound in this case, so the esti-

mate is too generous.
Case III. We now take
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which also has figured repeatedly in the earlier discussion.

The corresponding differential equation can be integrated in

terms of Bessel function of order 2 1 at (see E. Kamke [6],

p. 440, formula ( 10)). In particular y +(to, k) is of the form:

a function of a times

and ~) = y"~ ( x, ~) ~ ~ c ~. Here y+(0, 7~) = y- (0, À)
identically in 7~. There are two and only two possibilities for
linear dependence of the subdominants. Either the right hand
derivative of X) equals the left hand derivative
of X), the common value being zero, or else y+(0, ~) = 0.
In the former case y+ ( x, X) = y_ ( ~, X), in the latter X) =

y_(x, ~). This leads to the two equation

Here 7~ = 0 is a root of the second equation, the two series

of roots may be combined into a single one and we have

The normalization factor should be determined so that the

L2-norm of equals one. After some simplifications we
are led to

For large values of 8, the integrand differs from a positive
periodic function by a term which is 0(8-1). Hence the value
17*
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of the integral is + 0 ( log rn) so that Cn ( a) and con-
sequently also

Again formula (5.16) overshoots the mark by an unbounded
factor, this time 1 Àn 11/4:, since

CASE IV. Finally we take

This is the first instance under Lemmas 3.5 and 4.5 so we

are in the « fringe zone ». The discussion can be reduced to
one of Bessel functions also in this case, but the results are

less precise. The substitution t = log (s -+- e), s &#x3E; 0, transforms
the equation to the more familiar form

See hamke [6], equations 2.190, 2.273, and 2,162 (1). Car-

rying through the reductions we see that

Here is the Basset (modified Hankel) function. We are
following the notation of the Bateman papers [2], p. 5, ac-

cording to which

Finally 7~) = y+ ( x, ~), ~  0. We have the same si-

tuation as in Case III, there are two sets of characteristic

values corresponding to the equations y+ (0, ~) = 0 and y’~ ( 0,
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X) = 0. It follows that v is a root of one or the other of the

two equations

Here v = 1 7. = 0 is a root of the second equation, all other
roots vn are purely imaginary and give real negative values

I f v = i~,, V. fixed, the equation

has infinitely many roots tn (y) which are real positive, cluster
at t - 0, and have a finite positive upper bound As p in-

creases, each of these zeros moves to the right as is seen by
the classical method of Sturm which gives

if is a zero of Kiu (t). It follows that as the successive

zeros pass through t = 1 when increases the sign of 
alternates so that the sign of (2 1) + K’iu (2 1) also alterna-

tes for the successive zeros of Kiu (2 1). This im p lies that between
consecutive roots of the first equation under (7.14) there is a
root of the second one and the same type of argument shows
that the converse is also true, so that the two sets of roots
are interlaced. Next we observe that

so that for large values of tL the roots are in the first appro-
ximation those of the equation
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Now this equation has infinitely many roots which by Stirling’s
formula are of the form

It follows that the roots of (7.14) are of the same order of
magnitude and

It remains to get some idea of the size of the normalizing
factor A.. We have

Now

The latter integral is available in the literature, see [2], p. 93,

formula (36). Observing that . An we finally get

while formula (5.16) shows that

With these examples we end our discussion.
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